## Commencement Survey 2013: Faculty, Deans and Cabinet Members

### Q1 Which of the following did you attend? (Check all that apply)
- General Commencement (Thursday evening, May 2, 2013) [Code = 1]
- College Convocation Ceremony [Code = 2]
- I did not attend either [Code = 0] [N/A]

Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 3

### Q2 In thinking about General Commencement, which would you value more:
- A formal, traditional ceremony [Code = 1]
- An informal celebration of the graduating class [Code = 2]
- I don't have an opinion about the matter [Code = 0] [N/A]

Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 1

### Q3 Please share the reasons that you participated in General Commencement:

[Code = 1] [Textbox]

Required answers: 0  Allowed answers: 1

### Q4 Did you like the new time and day of General Commencement?
- Yes [Code = 1]
- No [Code = 2]

Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 1

### Q5 What did you like/dislike about the day and time of General Commencement:

[Code = 1] [Textbox]

Required answers: 0  Allowed answers: 1

### Preparation for Commencement

How satisfied were you with the following aspects related to commencement?

### Q6 E-mail communication
- Very satisfied [Code = 5]
- Satisfied [Code = 4]
- Neutral [Code = 3]
- Dissatisfied [Code = 2]
- Very dissatisfied [Code = 1]
- Not applicable [Code = 0] [N/A]

Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 1
Q7 Commencement website (http://commencement.utah.edu)

- Very satisfied [Code = 5]
- Satisfied [Code = 4]
- Neutral [Code = 3]
- Dissatisfied [Code = 2]
- Very dissatisfied [Code = 1]
- Not applicable [Code = 0] [N/A]

Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 1

Q8 Please share any comments you have about preparation for commencement:

[Code = 1] [Textbox]

Required answers: 0  Allowed answers: 1

Commencement Program

How satisfied were you with the following aspects related to commencement?

Q9 Commencement speaker (Elizabeth "Liz" Murray)

- Very satisfied [Code = 5]
- Satisfied [Code = 4]
- Neutral [Code = 3]
- Dissatisfied [Code = 2]
- Very dissatisfied [Code = 1]
- Not applicable [Code = 0] [N/A]

Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 1

Q10 Videos

- Very satisfied [Code = 5]
- Satisfied [Code = 4]
- Neutral [Code = 3]
- Dissatisfied [Code = 2]
- Very dissatisfied [Code = 1]
- Not applicable [Code = 0] [N/A]

Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 1

Q11 Singing the Utah Fight Song

- Very satisfied [Code = 5]
- Satisfied [Code = 4]
- Neutral [Code = 3]
- Dissatisfied [Code = 2]
- Very dissatisfied [Code = 1]
- Not applicable [Code = 0] [N/A]

Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 1

Q12 Overall program content

- Very satisfied [Code = 5]
- Satisfied [Code = 4]
- Neutral [Code = 3]
- Dissatisfied [Code = 2]
- Very dissatisfied [Code = 1]
- Not applicable [Code = 0] [N/A]

Required answers: 1  Allowed answers: 1
Q13 Length of the program
   Very satisfied [Code = 5]
   Satisfied [Code = 4]
   Neutral [Code = 3]
   Dissatisfied [Code = 2]
   Very dissatisfied [Code = 1]
   Not applicable [Code = 0] [N/A]

Q14 Fireworks
   Very satisfied [Code = 5]
   Satisfied [Code = 4]
   Neutral [Code = 3]
   Dissatisfied [Code = 2]
   Very dissatisfied [Code = 1]
   Not applicable [Code = 0] [N/A]

Q15 What did you like most about General Commencement?
   [Code = 1] [Textbox]

Q16 What would you change about General Commencement?
   [Code = 1] [Textbox]

Q17 What suggestions do you have for new commencement traditions that could be implemented in the future?
   [Code = 1] [Textbox]

Q18 Did Not Attend Commencement
   Please share the reasons you did not participate in General Commencement:
   [Code = 1] [Textbox]

Q19 What suggestions do you have to increase the involvement of faculty in future General Commencement Ceremonies?
   [Code = 1] [Textbox]
### Demographic Information

**Q20 Please indicate your role: (Check all that apply)**

- Cabinet member [Code = 1]
- Dean [Code = 2]
- Faculty [Code = 3]
- Prefer not to respond [Code = 0]

**Required answers: 1**  
**Allowed answers: 4**

**Display if ( Q20='Faculty' OR Q20='Prefer not to respond' ) AND NOT ( Q20='Cabinet member' OR Q20='Dean' )**
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**Q21 College:**

- Architecture & Planning, College of [Code = 1]
- Business, David Eccles School of [Code = 2]
- Continuing Education [Code = 3]
- Education, College of [Code = 4]
- Engineering, College of [Code = 5]
- Fine Arts, College of [Code = 6]
- Graduate School [Code = 7]
- Health, College of [Code = 8]
- Honors College [Code = 9]
- Humanities, College of [Code = 10]
- Law, College of [Code = 11]
- Medicine, School of [Code = 12]
- Mines & Earth Sciences, College of [Code = 13]
- Nursing, College of [Code = 14]
- Pharmacy, College of [Code = 15]
- Science, College of [Code = 16]
- Social & Behavioral Science, College of [Code = 17]
- Social Work, College of [Code = 18]
- Undergraduate Studies [Code = 19]
- Other (please specify) [Code = 20] [Textbox]
- Prefer not to respond [Code = 0] [N/A]

**Required answers: 1**  
**Allowed answers: 1**

**Q22 Gender:**

- Female [Code = 1]
- Male [Code = 2]
- Other (please specify) [Code = 3] [Textbox]
- Prefer not to respond [Code = 0] [N/A]

**Required answers: 1**  
**Allowed answers: 1**
### Q23 Race/Ethnicity: (Check all that apply)

- African/African American [Code = 1]
- Asian/Asian American [Code = 2]
- Caucasian/White [Code = 3]
- Hispanic/Latino(a) [Code = 4]
- Middle Eastern [Code = 5]
- Native American/American Indian/Alaska Native [Code = 6]
- Pacific Islander [Code = 7]
- Multiracial [Code = 8]
- Other (please specify) [Code = 9] [Textbox]
- Prefer not to respond [Code = 0] [N/A]

**Required answers:** 1  **Allowed answers:** 10

### Q24 Age:

- Under 30 [Code = 1]
- 31 - 40 [Code = 2]
- 41 - 50 [Code = 3]
- 51 - 60 [Code = 4]
- 61 - 70 [Code = 5]
- 71 or older [Code = 6]
- Prefer not to respond [Code = 0] [N/A]

**Required answers:** 1  **Allowed answers:** 1
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